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 Q: How to compute and pay income tax in case that the employers bear the Individual 
Income Tax for the taxpayers? 

 
A: Where taxpayers obtain after-tax income and the employers or other individuals bear the 
Individual Income Tax for taxpayers, the after-tax income should be converted into taxable 
income on which the tax payable shall be computed. 
The formula for converting into taxable income: 
 
a. For wages and salaries, production and business income of individual industrial and 

commercial households, and contracting and leasing income of enterprises and 
institutions: Taxable income = (After-tax income-Standard deduction Quick deduction)/ 
(1-Tax rate) 

 
b. For remuneration from labor services: 

 For after-tax income not over 3360yuan: Taxable income = (After-tax income-800)/0.8 
 For after-tax income over 3360yuan: Taxable income = [(After-tax income-Quick 

deduction )*0.8]/(1-Tax rate*0.8) 
 
The tax rate in above formulas refers to the tax rate corresponding to the after-tax income. The 
specific rates are listed in the following tables: 
 
a. Wages and salaries 

 

Grade Bracket with no tax 
Tax rate 

(%) 

Quick 

deduction 

1 The part not over 475 yuan 5 0 

2 The part between 475 yuan and 1825 yuan 10 25 

3 The part between 1825 yuan and 4375 yuan 15 125 

4 The part between 4375 yuan and 16375 yuan 20 375 

5 The part between 16375 yuan and 31375 yuan 25 1375 

6 The part between 31375 yuan and 45375 yuan 30 3375 

7 The part between 45375 yuan and 58375 yuan 35 6375 

8 The part between 58375 yuan and 70375 yuan 40 10375 

9 The part over 70375 yuan 45 15375 

 
b. Production and business income of individual industrial and commercial households, 
and contracting and leasing income of enterprises and institutions 
 

Grade Bracket with no tax 
Tax rate 

(%) 
Quick deduction 



 

2 

1 The part not over 4750 yuan 5 0 

2 The part between 4750 yuan and 9250 yuan 10 250 

3 The part between 9250 yuan and 25250 yuan 20 1250 

4 The part between 25250 yuan and 39250yuan 30 4250 

5 The part over 39250 yuan 35 6750 

 
c. Remuneration from labor services 

Grade Bracket with no tax Tax rate 

(%) 

Quick 

deduction 

1 The part not over 21000 yuan 20 0 

2 The part between 21000 yuan and 49500 yuan 30 2000 

3 The part over 49500 yuan 40 7000 

 
Example 1: 
Clerk Mr. Zhang got wage income of 2000 yuan for this month. His employer borne 
Individual Income Tax of 95yuan for him. The taxable income is converted as follows:  
Taxable income = (2000yuan-800yuan-125yuan)/(1-15%) = 1264.71yuan 
Tax payable = 1264.7yuan*10%-25yuan = 101.47yuan 
 
Example 2: 
Professor Li got 3000yuanfor one lecturing. The university borne Individual Income Tax of 
440yuan for him. The taxable income is converted as: 
Taxable income = (3000yuan-800yuan)/0.8 = 2750yuan 
Tax payable = 2750yuan*20% = 550yuan 
 
Example 3: 
Actor Zhao got remuneration of 60000yuan for one performance. The performing company 
borne Individual Income Tax of 12400yuan for him. The taxable income is converted as 
follows: 
Taxable income =[ (60000yuan-7000yuan)*0.8]*0.8/(1-40%*0.8) = 62352.94yuan 
Tax payable = 62352.94yuan*40%-7000yuan = 17941.18yuan 
 
 


